Experimental support for the theory of diffusion limitation of maximum oxygen uptake.
The four experiments summarized above demonstrate that there is a strong relationship between both measured muscle venous PO2 and calculated mean muscle capillary PO2 and VO2max. This is true for whole body or exercising muscle VO2max, and is seen both in isolated canine gastrocnemius and intact man. This behavior is exactly what would be expected if the diffusing properties for oxygen in skeletal muscle play a constraining role in setting maximum VO2. These data therefore support the hypothesis we advanced (Wagner, 1988a; Wagner, 1988b), that it is a quantitative integrative relationship between convective and diffusive phenomena that combine to set maximum VO2. A specific prediction of this integrative hypothesis (i.e., the non-uniqueness of VO2max as a function of convective oxygen delivery) was confirmed (Experiment 3). While at this point in time phenomena such as perfusion heterogeneity and muscle shunts cannot be quantitatively taken into account in such analyses, the remarkable concurrence between expectations of the hypothesis and experimental data continue to lend support to the basic idea that maximum VO2 is not limited by any single step of the oxygen transport pathway from atmosphere to mitochondria, but rather by the way in which each and every step combines with every other step to determine oxygen supply.